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RESUMEN
Presentamos observa iones espe tros opi as de las galaxias NGC 4569 and
NGC 4303 he has on ROSAT. Ambos objetos son miembros del umulo de Virgo
y tienen ompa~neras er anas mas peque~nas on quienes probablemente han tenido
un en uentro. Los espe tros en rayos-X suaves (0.1{2.4 keV) pueden ser ajustados
on un modelo de dos omponentes, onsistentes en una ley de poten ias para la
emision del nu leo a tivo y un modelo de Raymond-Smith para el gas aliente
originado en el brote de forma ion estelar. Las luminosidades en rayos-X estan en
el rango de 1040 erg s 1 . La fuente entral de NGC 4569 es ompa ta y no puede
ser resuelta on el dete tor HRI de ROSAT, pero hay emision extendida tanto en
el dis o omo arriba de el. Los rayos-X de NGC 4303 son dominados por el nu leo
a tivo, pero tambien se observan varias fuentes en el dis o aso iadas on regiones
H II.
ABSTRACT
We present spatial and spe tral results of ROSAT observations of two galaxies: NGC 4569 and NGC 4303. Both obje ts are members of the Virgo Cluster and
have nearby smaller ompanions with whi h they have probably gone through an enounter. Both soft X-ray spe tra (0.1{2.4 keV) an be tted with a two- omponent
model onsisting of a power-law omponent from a non-thermal emission of a ompa t a tive nu leus and a Raymond-Smith model for a hot thin thermal plasma
originating from starbursts. The X-ray luminosities are in the range of 1040 erg
s 1 . The entral sour e of NGC 4569 is very ompa t and an not be resolved
with the ROSAT HRI dete tor, while there is extended soft X-ray emission in the
gala ti disk as well as above it. NGC 4303 is dominated by the a tive nu leus in
the X-ray. But several additional disk sour es asso iated with H II regions an be
observed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The phenomenon of gala ti nu lear a tivity is strongly onne ted with starbursts, espe ially in galaxies
with low luminous a tive nu lei, like LINERs and Seyfert galaxies. Besides UV and opti al observations the
analysis of X-ray data reveals omposite spe tra, indi ating non-thermal nu lear a tivity and soft thermal
emission from the hot gas of a entral starburst. One main aspe t of interest is the triggering me hanism of
gala ti a tivity in di erent morphologies, like intera ting systems (Ts hoke, Hensler, & Junkes 1999) and bars.
Here we investigate luminosity and spe tral distribution of the soft X-ray emission from two nearby barred
galaxies with nu lear starburst a tivity. In both nearby galaxies the X-ray emission an be learly distinguished
between di erent gala ti omponents: the enter, the disk, and, in the ase of NGC 4569, the halo. Both
galaxies have been lassi ed as LINERS from opti al spe tros opy (NGC 4569: Willner, Elvis, & Fabbiano
1985; NGC 4303: Hu hra, Wyatt, & Davies 1982).
NGC 4569 is a bright early-type spiral in the Virgo Cluster, one of the few blue-shifted galaxies outside the
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lo al group. It is gas-de ient in the outer spiral arms, the neutral hydrogen ontent is strongly on entrated
in the inner region (Cayatte et al. 1990). The bright nu leus, embedded in a normal stellar bulge, is probably
the result of a re ent star formation episode (Stau er, Kennedy, & Young 1986).
NGC 4303 is a barred late-type spiral galaxy and also member of the Virgo Cluster. Indi ations for a high
star formation rate in NGC 4303 are the high density of H II regions (Hodge & Kenni utt 1983; Martin & Roy
1992) and three observed supernovae (van Dyk 1992). It shows also strong radio emission distributed over the
entire disk (Condon 1983). Two nearby galaxies, NGC 4303 A (Condon 1983) and NGC 4292 (Cayatte et al.
1990), are possible andidates for a past intera tion with NGC 4303.
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2. SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION, X-RAY SPECTRA AND LUMINOSITIES
2.1.

NGC 4569

The global X-ray spe trum of NGC 4569 an be des ribed by a two- omponent t onsisting of a powerlaw omponent (predominantly from the nu leus) and a thermal plasma omponent (hot gas from SNRs and
superbubbles). The resulting value of hydrogen absorption is in agreement with the Gala ti foreground,
supporting the observed H I de ien y (Cayatte et al. 1990). The total luminosity in the ROSAT band for
NGC 4569 amounts to  21040 erg s 1 .
Two interpretations for the emission of the ompa t nu leus in the HRI image seem possible: either Xray emission from an unresolved ompa t nu lear sour e, to be asso iated with the LINER-type nu leus of
NGC 4569 in the opti al, or a slightly extended nu lear starburst region, similar to the one found in NGC 1808
(Junkes et al. 1995) at a s ale of  1 kp . With the spe tral resolution of the ROSAT PSPC it is not possible
to learly determine the nature of the entral sour e. The power-law represents either the ontribution from
high-mass binaries in the entral starburst, or an AGN omponent with a spe tral distribution in the ROSAT
band whi h ould be des ribed by a power-law t.
X-ray emission from the disk of NGC 4569 is learly visible in the PSPC image (Fig. 1). The total disk
emission in X-rays from either side (NE vs. SW) is omparable. Their spe tral energy distributions, however,
di er signi antly. The ontribution from the northern part is signi antly harder. This may indi ate either
higher absorption in the north, or an intrinsi ally harder X-ray spe trum aused by the umulative impa t of
several SNRs or high-mass X-ray binaries. Higher internal absorption towards the northern part of NGC 4569
seems diÆ ult to explain sin e the H I ontent of that galaxy is strongly on ned to the entral part (Cayatte
et al. 1990).
NGC 4569 has an in lination of  65Æ . The galaxy appears extended in soft X-rays; the X-ray emission
in the ROSAT band shows ontributions from areas outside the nu leus and outside the disk. In ontrast to
edge-on galaxies, where emission omponents from disk and halo an be quite easily distinguished, it is more
diÆ ult to disentangle these omponents in the ase of NGC 4569.
The overall distribution of the soft X-ray emission appears to be very asymmetri with a spur extending
from the galaxy enter and some additional di use pat hes west of the galaxy. The sour e northwest of the
gala ti enter is probably not onne ted to NGC 4569. A further sour e southwest of the nu leus of NGC 4569
an be identi ed with a ba kground galaxy visible in the opti al. We derived a hardness ratio (0.5{2.0 keV
vs. 0.1{0.4 keV) of 0:1 for the area west of NGC 4569, ex luding both these independent X-ray sour es. The
total number of ounts after ba kground subtra tion for this area is only 50, hen e no meaningful spe trum
ould be derived. The hardness ratio is ompared with the results from model spe tra. A value of HR = 0.0
results for a thermal plasma spe trum (e.g., Raymond & Smith 1977) with a plasma temperature of 0.2 keV.
Hen e, the X-ray emission from the area outside the disk an be explained with hot gas of a temperature of
approximately 2106 K.
An additional argument in favor of di use X-ray emission in the halo of NGC 4569 omes from the very
good spatial orrelation of the soft X-ray (0.1{0.4 keV) emission with a large di use H spur (Fig. 1). Similar
orrelations were observed in a number of nearby starburst galaxies (e.g., M82: Shopbell & Bland-Hawthorn
1998; NGC 3628: Dahlem et al. 1996; NGC 4666: Dahlem et al. 1997) and are interpreted as a signature for
an out ow of hot gas from the starburst enter. Our X-ray data are fully onsistent with su h an interpretation
in the ase of NGC 4569.
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NGC 4303

Obvious di eren es between NGC 4303 and NGC 4569 are that (1) NGC 4303 has a mu h lower in lination
(27Æ ; Guhathakurta et al. 1988) and (2) the amount of H I is more distributed over the total gala ti disk and
mu h higher in the outer parts than in NGC 4569, whi h is loser to the Virgo Cluster enter. Consequently,
the rst point allows better observation possibilities to distinguish between disk and entral sour e. Vi e versa,
it is not possible to observe a soft halo omponent above the gala ti disk, as an be seen in NGC 4569 or in
more details in edge-on starburst galaxies (e.g., Vogler, Piets h, & Kahabka 1995).
Another diÆ ulty in the X-ray observations of NGC 4303 is that no spatial distribution an be obtained
from the PSPC data due to the fa t that the galaxy is 170 o -axis in the eld of view. This degenerates the
spatial resolution of the observation to  6700 .
The global X-ray spe trum of NGC 4303 an be des ribed by a similar t to that of NGC 4569 with a nonthermal power-law omponent and a Raymond-Smith omponent. The resulting value of hydrogen absorption
is 3.41020 m 2 , a fa tor of 2 higher than the Gala ti foreground. This is in agreement with the distribution
of H I gas over the whole gala ti disk of NGC 4303. The total luminosity of NGC 4303 in the ROSAT band
is  51040 erg s 1 .
The HRI image reveals a dominant entral sour e and several additional sour es distributed along the
spiral arms (Fig. 2). UV observations (Colina & Arribas 1999) result in an unresolved ( 8 p ) a tive nu leus
( ompa t stellar luster or AGN) and a surrounding spiral-shaped region of very young massive star forming
lusters (2{3 Myr). This pi ture leads us to attribute a power-law omponent to the nu lear sour e, ontributing
more than 80% to the total spe trum. This is in agreement with the results from the HRI observation, where
the main part originates from the enter of the galaxy. The oin iden e of the disk sour es with H II regions
in the spiral arms is in favour of several star forming regions with SNRs to be the origin of the observed X-ray
emission. The sour es at the ends of the bar are in agreement with expe ted gas ows and a umulation within
the bar. The eastern spiral feature in the opti al and H with the X-ray sour e at its bend suggest a past tidal
disturban e in the gas dynami s leading to enhan ed star formation.
Further ontribution to the X-ray ux from HMXBs in the disk sour es and from a ir umnu lear starburst
at a distan e up to  1 kp from the enter annot be ex luded from the HRI observation.
3. CONCLUSIONS
A omparison of the total luminosities of NGC 4569 and NGC 4303 in the soft X-ray with a larger sample of
normal and a tive galaxies (Green, Anderson, & Ward 1992) shows good agreement with the galaxies (in luding
LINERs and starburst galaxies) in that sample. Most of the soft X-ray emission in both galaxies omes from
their nu lear regions, but additional omponents from the disk and, in the ase of NGC 4569, possibly from the
halo, an be distinguished. The existen e of a entral superwind in NGC 4569 is supported by two fa ts: First,
the extended emission omponent is predominantly at one side oin ident with an H feature at high z . This
one-sided geometry would be expe ted in an ambient medium with a density gradient along the z -dire tion and
a starburst region slightly above the gala ti plane. Se ond, its spe tral distribution (hardness ratio) an be
explained with a hot plasma of a temperature of a few 106 K, whi h would be expe ted in the halo of starburst
galaxies.
The nature of the nu lei in NGC 4569 and NGC 4303 is still unknown. X-ray images and spe tra indi ate
a oexisten e of a dominating AGN and a starburst in both galaxies. Both harbour a ompa t entral sour e,
emitting most of the soft X-rays. Nevertheless, massive nu lear stellar lusters with enhan ed star formation
an not be ex luded to a ount for the sour es.
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Figure 1. NGC 4569: PSPC X-ray ontours over
H image.

Figure 2. NGC 4303: HRI X-ray ontours over R
band image (Frei et al. 1996).
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